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ABSTRACT: Unemployment rate is growing day by day in Bangladesh and most of the unemployed people 

are graduates. But, according to the World Travel and Tourism Council, travel and tourism accounts for 8% of the 

world's jobs and has the highest potential for growth of any industry. International travel alone accounts for more 

than 840 million tourists annually, resulting the huge number of employees are required to provide service them. The 

intention of this paper is to emphasis on the tourism and hospitality education which are crucial component in 

providing service with capable and efficient human resources for tourism and hospitality industry. In Bangladesh, 

there have a gap between institutions or training center that creates skill man power for tourism and hospitality 

industry and enthusiastic learners who are determine to build their career in this enough space industry. Furthermore, 

this study also focuses on the employment impact of tourism and hospitality industry which is significant for 

alleviating of unemployment and creating sustainable jobs where has quality of life with the handsome salary, 

standard of living and more gorgeous working environment. There is needed to build connectivity between employer 

and employees, because the overall numbers of tourism and hospitality entrepreneur are expected to grow their 

business proving excellent service by their professionals. In fact, tourism and hospitality professionals have a strong 

influence on educational learning and skills which help to provide service in tourism and hospitality have to attain. 

Keywords: Tourism &Hospitality, Learning, Career Prospects. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The intention of this paper is to put a light on the connection between the fast-changing tourism and 

hospitality trends and related learning for building career in those sectors. Career building is crucial for all 

in competitive world rather than Bangladesh is more competitive. In Bangladesh where is just not 

educational component in providing market with capable and efficient human resources. Public and 

private sectors employers are trying to occupy resources and utilize human. Like fast world, new and 

innovation job sectors are creating due to changing trends of industry in Bangladesh. During the 1980s 

and 1990s, tourism and hospitality industry became one of the most famous industries and now long walk 

to development (Ahmad, 2013). Public and private sectors organizations are to encourage domestic 

travellers to travel across Bangladesh and seek inspiration from the beauty of this delta before the country 

fell on the tourist maps. According to (WTTC., 2014), the importance of travel and tourism in an 

economy continued to grow in 2013. Its total contribution comprised 9.5% of global GDP (US $7 trillion) 

and the sector generated over 266 million jobs – 1 in 11 of all jobs in the world. 

Last decade, tourism and hospitality industry has been booming sector here and job also have been 

creating in this sector likewise; tourist guide or agent, hotel manager, handicrafts provider or restaurant 

owner. Tourism and hospitality learning and skill are necessary to be better performers in these sectors. 

Tourism and hospitality learning is an art of handling inbound and outbound tourist satisfactorily. 

Tourism and hospitality learners involve in tourism and hospitality industry who works under pressure to 

cope with changes and adjust to new trends (Trivun  et al., 2008). Tourism and hospitality learning 

strategies which should companies and individuals use to gain or update their knowledge. Life-long 

learning strategies could support their efforts in tourism and provide lucrative career.  
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Furthermore, Bangladesh is one of the best value destinations that are hardly explored by tourists 

and back packers. This growth has been occurred mainly by domestic tourism, purchased by a huge 

middle income population ready to spend money. Interestingly, with tourism and hospitality industries 

focusing on international growth and cheap air travel receiving a boost due to the growth of domestic and 

international airline companies, foreign tourists have also started to flock in hospitality and tourism is a 

vast industry with many different career paths.  If your career goal is to manage a large hotel or to work 

toward a senior management position with a well-known corporation, practical training and a bachelor's 

degree from hospitality management institute is generally preferred.  

 

2. BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 

2.1. Nature of Tourism and Hospitality Learning 
Tourism and hospitality industry is a service industry which can change the countries‟ economy. It 

has become a very complex activity encompassing a wide range of relationships with guest and 

stakeholders. In addition, a number of socio-demographic factors such as changing standard of living, 

increasing of purchasing power, higher educational standards, advancement in information technology, 

rapid urbanization have strongly influenced the grow job in tourism and hospitality industry. In this 

consequence, there have a large number of job positing from top to bottom levels in these service 

industries according to candidates‟ qualifications e.g. restaurant managers, hotel management, hotel staff, 

tour guides, travel guides, resort management, resort workers, operational staff in any type of leisure or 

travel related industry, catering manager, chef, event manager, public house manager, accommodation 

manager, travel agency manager, banquet & conferences manager, food & beverage management, waiters, 

front office manager, reception, spa and wellness management, travel counselor, front desk clerk, 

housekeeper, hotel accountant, analyst, marketing manager, HR manager and so on. Furthermore, careers 

in passenger services are mostly smarter job e.g. air hostess, flight attendants, cabin crews are another 

smarter part job of the tourism industry. In fact, careers in hospitality and tourism aren‟t all about catching 

the rays and having a good time while on the job, but they definitely aren‟t always once average nine-to-

five office job either. Enthusiastic job seekers have caught their attention then travel towards the 

numerous career path links related to this sector and find out hospitality and tourism could be the industry 

for them. 

 

2.2. Prospects Tourism and Hospitality Learning in Bangladesh 
Bangladesh has enormous potential in tourism and hospitality industry because of its 

attractive natural beauty and rich cultural heritage. Bangladesh is replete with natural wonders 

and a variety of unique and magnificent creatures like; hills, valleys, forests, beaches, lakes, 

rivers and so on. It is blessed with the world's magnificent eco tourisms pots of diverse nature 

which declared by UNESCO as world heritage sites. With the spread of the message of 'Beautiful 

Bangladesh', Bangladeshis who are driving the domestic industry are also considering careers in 

this exciting sector (Islam, 2016). There are great scopes to combine all the aspects of tourism 

including ecological, cultural, archaeological, historical etc. to make Bangladesh more attractive 

to the foreign and domestic tourists. In a word, Bangladesh is also blessed with abundance and 

diversity of tourism products, ranging from eco-based attractions, multi-cultural experiences, 

festivals and heritage sites. Unfortunately, these sectors are not developed and well flourished 

like neighboring countries. Due to the under-developed sector of tourism, Bangladesh is missing 

out on huge amounts of revenue every year (Parveen, 2013). Tourism and hospitality industry 

can add value to the country's economy if proper strategy, people involvement and marketing 

plan can be outlined and implemented accordingly. The urgent requirement now is to expand the 

country's tourism and hospitality service providers under an integrated development plan. 
 

2.3. Importance of Tourism and Hospitality Learning  
Tourism and hospitality business is one of the profitable business sectors in Bangladesh (Elena  et 

al., 2012). There engage a large number of guests and people over the boundaries, through it, people have 

an opportunity to exchange culture. Besides, tourism and hospitality industry can earn huge amount of 

foreign currency providing quality service with their professionals. Tourism can support the Balance of 

Payment (BOP) of a country and also create employment. This will definitely encourage creating skilled 

employees in the tourism and hospitality sector and as a result new generation may utilize innovative 
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ideas to capacity building and opportunities to attract tourists in the country and government should 

extend these types of opportunities (Tuhin and Majumder, 2016). Therefore, a wide range of career 

opportunities have been created in these industries that include: international development agencies, 

tourism destinations and attractions, leisure, recreation and sports management, airlines, cruises and other 

transportation, environmentally sustainable and cultural tourism development. 

Furthermore, as a booming, dynamic and growing industry, hospitality and tourism provides 

tremendous opportunity for ambitious and enthusiastic students who enjoy working with people.  The 

hospitality and tourism industry operates in a highly competitive environment in comparison with other 

industry. Thus, hospitality and tourism learning programs are well rounded with a combination of 

business and life skills that are in high demand with employers across the world. 

 

2.4. Present Initiative of Tourism Policy in Bangladesh 
The importance of tourism and hospitality business has been increased day by day. As a result, 

Bangladesh government has been reformed the national tourism policy in 2010 which helps to increase 

employment opportunities, ensure economic development, environmental purity and sustainability (Siraj  

et al., 2009). For encouraging tourism sector, some of the major attempts have been taken by the 

government: 

 

 Tourism Industry, 1995 

 Tourism Council, 1997 

  Tourism Policy, 1992 &  Reformed, 2010 

  Tourism Protected Area & Exclusive Tourism Law, 2010 

 Tourism Protected Area & Exclusive Tourism Act, 2011 

 BTB Law, 2010 

 Tourist Police, 2013 

 Eco Tourism Policy for Sundarbans, 2014 

 Application Hotel and Training Centre, 2015 

 Inland River Protocol, 2015 

 International Seminar on Buddhist Heritage, 2015 

 Tourism Year, 2016 

 

2.5. Institutions Provides Tourism and Hospitality Management Course in 

Sylhet 
There are many affiliated institutions with United Nations World Tourism Organizations (UNWTO) 

in the world. In Bangladesh, Bangladesh Parjatan Corporation (BPC) is an autonomous body under the 

ministry of Civil Aviation and Tourism established in 1972 who works for the betterment of tourism and 

hospitality sectors. BPC, though, offers short term and vocational courses but highly focused to learners. 

But their courses are not undergraduate or graduate level courses. In undergraduate or graduate level 

course, there involves a wide range of contents, practical work and placement/internship for building 

knowledge serving in top class tourism and hospitality industry. Tourism related discipline like hotel and 

tourism management should be start at the all university in Bangladesh (Roy and Roy, 2015). Few years 

ago, University of Dhaka and some other private universities have been opened Department of Tourism 

and Hospitality (Tuhin and Majumder, 2016). In Sylhet, there are some institutes who recently offer 

similar kind of courses to meet trained personnel for hotel and tourism industry. They also provide the job 

training and arrange special seminar and workshop related to tourism and hospitality career development.  

 
Table 1. List of Institutions in Sylhet 

Sl. No Institutions Commencing year Programs 

01 Academy of International Management and IT  2017 Management 

02 Leading University  2014 Management 

03 Sylhet Technical Centre  2009 Chef  

04 Tonny Khan‟s Institute  2017 Chef  

05 Mornington College of Business  2011 Management 

Source: Field and Internet Survey 
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2.6. Tourist Spots in Sylhet 
Sylhet, in the northeast corner of Bangladesh, is renowned for the beauty of its tea gardens, and 

among the lot, tea garden is considered the most scenic as well as one of the important source of foreign 

income (Rahaman, 2018). In addition, the future prospect of tourism sector in Sylhet is growing trends for 

some natural sites and pilgrims. Government launched an act of protected areas of tourism and special 

tourism zone (Kabir  et al., 2012). Tourism in Sylhet has been flourished over the years because of the 

religious rites rather than motives of tourism. The most promising area for tourism development would be 

the frontier containing hill tribe culture. However, the tourist areas of Sylhet division are given below:  

Jaflong: Jaflong is one of the best natural tourist places in Sylhet which is situated at the border between 

Bangladesh and the Indian state of Meghalaya. It takes two hours‟ drive to reach there from Sylhet town. 

Ratargul: Ratargul is a fresh water swamp forest situated in Sylhet by the river of Gowain. The water 

comes here from the adjacent Gowain River. The flavor of Amazon forest is available there. 

Madhabkunda Waterfall: This is one of the largest waterfalls in Bangladesh which attract tourist more. 

It is situated in Moulvibazar district and on the way visitors can see the greenish beauty of tea garden, 

rubber and lemon plantations form a beautiful landscape and the hills.. 

Satchari National Park: This Park is situated in Hobigonj district which is enriched for trees and 

wildlife. 

Bisanakandi: Bisanakandi is situated at Bangladesh-India border in Sylhet which mostly attractive and 

visited spot.It is a landscape beauty among gardens and hills and rainy reasons is suitable time to visit 

Bisnakandi due to mechanized mining and stone-laden boats and lorries. 

Sreemongal: Srimongalis famous for the largest tea gardens of world. Most of the tea estates are in 

Sreemongal. For this reason, it is called "The land of two leaves and a bud". It is also known as the tea 

capital in Bangladesh and Bangladesh Tea Research Institute (BTRI) and tea museum are functioning 

there. 

Lawacherra Rain Forest: Well-reserved forests in Bangladesh with a largest area of trees, animals and 

wildlife. Prime attraction of this forest is rare Chloroform tree of Asia which looks like "A Piece of 

Paradise". 

Lalakhal: It is covered with natural blue water and hills and very attractive to visitors. 

Mahobpur Lake: Beautiful place to visit where tea has gardens by the side of lakes.  

Alurtol Eco Park: It is situated by side of Sylhet town where beautiful eco park with lake have, trees etc. 

TanguarHaor:  It is one of the most beautiful places in Asia which is covered with water, birds, fish and 

natural beauties. It looks like heaven in moonlit night. 

HakalukiHaor: Largest haor of Asia full with water, birds, fish and natural beauties. 

Osmani Museum: Tourist place where tourist gets interesting history of our liberation war. 

The Museum of Raja's: Here you will know the history and culture of boul music and the king Hason 

Raja and his family. 

Monipuri Villages: Here tourist can know the culture and lifestyle of the tribal. 

 

3. OBJECTIVES 
This study focuses on the direct opportunities and perspective of tourism and hospitality learning 

addressing career in related fields. However, there are identified specific objectives for the study as;  
 

i. To know about the current and future prospects of tourism and hospitality learning, 

ii. To identify the major job sector for tourism and hospitality learners,  

iii. To assess the status of job competition in tourism and hospitality sectors,  

iv. To provide some suggestions for the improvements of tourism and hospitality learning, 

v. To identify the growth of tourism and hospitality development in Sylhet, and 

vi. To highlight the major tourism and hospitality job/industries in Sylhet, Bangladesh.  

 

4. LITERATURE REVIEW  
Roy and Roy (2015) studied on Tourism in Bangladesh: Present Status and Future Prospects where 

the major concern of the writer was to highlight the factors by which Bangladesh can be explored one of 

the major tourist attractive country. The objective of research was to identify the major tourist spots in 

Bangladesh and assess the contribution of tourism sector in the Bangladesh economy. In addition, tourism 

industry will create employment opportunity on the one hand and on the other hand reduce the 

dependence of the country on some other specific sectors. But this study ignored the potentiality of 

tourism and hospitality learning and career for upcoming generations. 

https://www.atlasobscura.com/things-to-do/bangladesh
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Tuhin and Majumder (2016) did a research on an appraisal of tourism industry development in 

Bangladesh.  The aims of their research were to show the present scenario of tourism industry in 

Bangladesh, identifies the constraints, and suggests remedial measures accordingly. The study also 

suggested that government should formulate a „tourism policy‟ immediately for the development of this 

industry. They have mentioned that Bangladesh has the potential to be a prime host of tourist destination 

as it has lots of tourists‟ attractions, in this consequence it can be guessed for creating job opportunity also 

here. 

Trivun  et al. (2008) investigated by their paper entitled “Life-Long Learning Strategies in 

Tourism”. Focus of this paper was the provision of services, namely in tourism and hotel industry. 

Improving services in reaching quality standards is a continuous process parallel to services provision, 

and that brings a challenge to providers. Trends in tourism additionally influence this field of work and 

forcing tourism stakeholders to redefine their roles. Paper looked at the possible scenarios for Individual 

Continuous Professional Development, as well as the position of the hotels in value creation. Partnerships 

of hotels with educational institutions, tour operators and other service providers have been looked at as a 

way to improve possibilities for hotel staff development. Improved cooperation on destination is very 

important for overall tourist satisfaction. On site capacities for service delivery can also be raised through 

cooperation, as well as customer relations improved.  

Jahan and Amin (2014) conducted research, and they came to know many important aspects which 

influence the future potential of Sylhet to be a major STD. Though Sylhet has many natural sites and 

cultural heritages, due to the absence of proper maintenance and appropriate policies, those heritages and 

sites are losing their beauty and attraction day by day. Another important consideration of their research 

was that stakeholders should be strictly maintained the watchful utilization of natural resource and need to 

improve awareness in using the natural resources carefully in order to maintain the ecological balance of 

Sylhet. But they don‟t emphasizing on the prospects of tourism and hospitality learning here.  

Haque and F. (2015) investigated that Sylhet region has different attractive places to visit as the 

tourists are very keen to get test of visiting these places. This study focused more than four different 

places were easily coverable to visit at a time. Sightseeing, relaxation, health, work, and fun were 

identified as reasons of visiting. Although at some points, the reasons were varied but as a whole tourist 

suggested that Sylhet region has a great potentiality of expanding tourism as it has ability to fulfill the 

purpose of the tourists. Their observation was travelling places are not yet popular to the tourist due to 

proper maintenance and obviously tourist visiting places are found limited in a range of a few only. It‟s 

not a positive syndrome found to extend the spaces of tourism in Sylhet region due to limited number of 

availability of proper environments. But they ignored the potentiality of tourism and hospitality career for 

upcoming generations. 

 

5. METHODOLOGY 
In this current study, data from several primary and secondary sources have been used to analyze 

the opportunities and prospects of tourism and hospitality learning in Bangladesh. The Primary data have 

been collected through with the concerned authorities, tour operators, industry expert, institutes‟ owners, 

teachers, students and local people. The Secondary data have been collected from the publications of 

Bangladesh Parjatan Corporation (BPC), Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics (BBS), the Ministry of Civil 

Aviation and Tourism and published thesis, United Nations World Tourism Organizations (UNWTO), 

books, journal, daily newspapers and websites etc. Quantitative method has been used in this study to 

investigate the research problems based on survey method. Data analysis is based on descriptive statistical 

techniques. 

 

6. LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
The study can be generalized considering certain limitations. The study is mainly based on 

particular area and limited primary and secondary data. The used primary data is very limited and enough 

time was not available to collect data from the area of study regarding Sylhet, Bangladesh perspective. 

 

7. ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS OF THE STUDY 
Sylhet region have four different districts (Table-1) to visit as a result a good number of tourism and 

hospitality establishment have set up. There found a significant number of employees have been working 

over the years in several post to meet the demand of guests. In most, owners of small and medium sized 

investors but some of them are larger investors. The increased demand in the tourism and hospitality 

industry stimulated the emergence of more small and medium sized hotels, resorts and lodges. Table 2, 3, 
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4, and 5 presents list of tourism and hospitality organization in the selected four districts under leading 

division, Sylhet.  

 
Table 2. List of Organization under Sylhet District 

Source: Field and Internet Survey 

Location Industry Name    Sector Employment  

Capacity 

Non Tourism 

& Hospitality 

Background 

Tourism & 

Hospitality 

Background 

Sylhet 

District 

Porjotan Motel, Sylhet Public 7 5 2 

Surma Valley Rest House Private  29 28 1 

Chiangmai Chinese 

Restaurant 

Private 33 30 3 

Ishtikutum Chinese 

Restaurant 

Private 27 27 0 

Shiper Air Service Private 12 12 0 

Hotel Fortune Garden Private 21 20 1 

Spicy Restaurant & Party 

Center 

Private 30 30 0 

New Langthurai Chinese 

Restaurant 

Private 43 39 4 

M/ S Rainbow Chinese 

Restaurant 

Private 40 38 2 

Woondaal King Kebab Private 35 34 1 

Royel Chef & Thai Chinese 

Restaurant 

Private 56 52 4 

Hotel Supreme Private 22 21 1 

Rainbow Guest House Private 20 20 0 

Farmis Garden Hotel Private 25 23 2 

Gazi Empire Hotel Private 35 35 0 

Britania Hotel & The 

Bresary Restaurant 

Private 25 24 1 

Hotel Metro International Private 28 28 0 

Hotel Dalas Private 35 35 0 

Nazimgarh Resorts Limited Private 200 185 15 

Northern Resort  Private  55 45 10 

Ashiana Restaurant Private 87 87 0 

Rest Inn Private 33 33 0 

Hotel Rajmahal Private 32 32 0 

All Season Lodge Private 26 25 1 

Shahjalal Rest House Private 20 20 0 

Panshi Inn Private 45 43 2 

SaanhaWindtrip Private 23 23 0 

Rangauti Resort  Private 45 44 1 

La Rose Hotel Private 30 29 1 

Nirvana inn Private 65 63 2 

Mughal Masala Restaurant Private 43 40 3 

La Vista Hotel Private 42 40 2 

Hotel Star Pacific  Private 70 65 5 

Hotel Garden Inn Private 18 18 0 

Valley Garden Hotel Private 44 42 2 

Hotel Holy Gate Private 22 22 0 

Bottomhil Palace Resort Private 40 40 0 

Hotel Noorjahan Grand Private 40 38 2 

Excelcior Sylhet Hotel and 

Resort 

Private 80 75 5 

Richmond Hotel  Private 25 24 1 

Rose View Hotel Private 125 117 8 

Hotel Polash Private 31 31 0 

Total Employment Capacity  1764 1682 82 

Percentages  100 95.35% 4.65% 
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Table 2 represents that there are 42 organizations in Sylhet district having total 1764 job posts. It 

also appears from the table 2 that about 95.35 % of employees have come from non-hospitality and 

tourism discipline and only 4.65 % have come from tourism and hospitality discipline. Respondents told 

that they face several kinds of problems at earlier age of employments and many organizations arrange 

skill development training program being non background employees. Besides, they face others 

difficulties and harassment due to lack of academic knowledge even most of the hotel terms are totally 

unknown to them.  A significant portion of the respondents did response with the insufficient knowledge 

of tourism and hospitality serving. 

 
Table 3. List of Organization under Hobigonj District 

Source: Field and Internet Survey 

 

According to the table 3, there are 11 tourism and hospitality organizations are in Hobigonj district, 

even the largest industry “The Palace Resort and Spa” is situated here. There have availability of 927 job 

posts; among them 94.82% of employees has no academic knowledge or diploma/graduation on tourism 

and hospitality and only 5.18% respondents‟ educational qualifications were tourism and hospitality 

background. A significant portion of the respondents desire to gain required knowledge before starting 

their career.  

 
Table 4. List of Organization under Moulavibazar District 

Location Industry Name   Sector Employment  

Capacity 

Non tourism 

& Hospitality 

Background 

Tourism & 

Hospitality 

Background 

Hobigonj 

District 

The Palace Resort and Spa Private 587 552 35 

Amtoli Nature Resort Private 90 82 8 

NishorgoTaraf Hill Resort Private 87 84 3 

Hotel Ahmed Private 13 13 0 

Hotel Sonar Tori Private 15 15 0 

Hotel Banani Private 17 15 0 

Hotel Alif Private 19 19 0 

Hotel Al-Ahmodia Private 14 14 0 

Hotel Jamil Private 26 25 1 

Prise Rose Hotel Private 31 30 1 

Hotel Al Amin Private 28 28 0 

Total Employment Capacity  927 879 48 

Percentages  100 94.82% 5.18% 

Location Industry Name    Sector Employment  

Capacity 

Non tourism 

& Hospitality 

Background 

Tourism & 

Hospitality 

Background 

Moulavibazar 

District 

Garden View Guest House Private 43 42 1 

Green Leaf Guest House Private 22 22 0 

Hotel Merina, Sreemangal Private 37 37 0 

The Wall Guest House  Private 44 40 5 

Hotel Skypark Private 30 30 0 

Tea Town Rest House  Private 36 35 1 

World Vew Resort, Sreemangal Private 71 65 6 

Grand Selim Resort & Tour – 

GSR 

Private 150 135 15 

Sultan Restaurant & Guest 

House 

Private 55 53 2 

Shanti Bari Resort Private 52 50 2 

BrishtiBilash Guesthouse Private 33 30 3 

Tamim Resort  Private 46 46 0 

PL Guest House Sreemangal Private 32 30 2 

Hotel Mohsin Plaza Private 21 21 0 

Green Palace Tea Resort Private 67 64 3 

Tonys Palace  Private 34 33 1 

Hilltop Jungle Cottage Private 30 30 0 

Hotel Ishaqi Amos  Private 26 25 1 

Sreemangal Inn Hotel Private 42 38 4 

https://www.booking.com/hotel/bd/garden-view-guest-house.en-gb.html?aid=306395&label=sreemangal-mpwsnRX2UEVPZVhsm_BKnQS247140524052%3Apl%3Ata%3Ap12%3Ap2%3Aac%3Aap1t1%3Aneg%3Afi%3Atikwd-73823737862%3Alp1001444%3Ali%3Adec%3Adm&sid=faa1058faa43d3a712a8630847ea74e7&srpvid=21363f6f21af0009&ucfs=1&srpvid=21363f6f21af0009&srepoch=1542186079&room1=A,A&hpos=1&hapos=1&dest_type=city&dest_id=900054457&srfid=388d0817e2c946145f34184f0117e9b08d1aa975X1&from=searchresults;highlight_room=#hotelTmpl
https://www.booking.com/hotel/bd/merina-sreemangal-sreemangal.en-gb.html?aid=306395&label=sreemangal-mpwsnRX2UEVPZVhsm_BKnQS247140524052%3Apl%3Ata%3Ap12%3Ap2%3Aac%3Aap1t1%3Aneg%3Afi%3Atikwd-73823737862%3Alp1001444%3Ali%3Adec%3Adm&sid=faa1058faa43d3a712a8630847ea74e7&srpvid=21363f6f21af0009&ucfs=1&srpvid=21363f6f21af0009&srepoch=1542186079&room1=A,A&hpos=3&hapos=3&dest_type=city&dest_id=900054457&srfid=388d0817e2c946145f34184f0117e9b08d1aa975X3&from=searchresults;highlight_room=#hotelTmpl
https://www.booking.com/hotel/bd/the-wall-guest-house.en-gb.html?aid=306395&label=sreemangal-mpwsnRX2UEVPZVhsm_BKnQS247140524052%3Apl%3Ata%3Ap12%3Ap2%3Aac%3Aap1t1%3Aneg%3Afi%3Atikwd-73823737862%3Alp1001444%3Ali%3Adec%3Adm&sid=faa1058faa43d3a712a8630847ea74e7&srpvid=21363f6f21af0009&ucfs=1&srpvid=21363f6f21af0009&srepoch=1542186079&room1=A,A&hpos=4&hapos=4&dest_type=city&dest_id=900054457&srfid=388d0817e2c946145f34184f0117e9b08d1aa975X4&from=searchresults;highlight_room=#hotelTmpl
https://www.booking.com/hotel/bd/skypark.en-gb.html?aid=306395&label=sreemangal-mpwsnRX2UEVPZVhsm_BKnQS247140524052%3Apl%3Ata%3Ap12%3Ap2%3Aac%3Aap1t1%3Aneg%3Afi%3Atikwd-73823737862%3Alp1001444%3Ali%3Adec%3Adm&sid=faa1058faa43d3a712a8630847ea74e7&srpvid=21363f6f21af0009&ucfs=1&srpvid=21363f6f21af0009&srepoch=1542186079&room1=A,A&hpos=5&hapos=5&dest_type=city&dest_id=900054457&srfid=388d0817e2c946145f34184f0117e9b08d1aa975X5&from=searchresults;highlight_room=#hotelTmpl
https://www.booking.com/hotel/bd/tea-town-rest-house-sreemangal.en-gb.html?aid=306395&label=sreemangal-mpwsnRX2UEVPZVhsm_BKnQS247140524052%3Apl%3Ata%3Ap12%3Ap2%3Aac%3Aap1t1%3Aneg%3Afi%3Atikwd-73823737862%3Alp1001444%3Ali%3Adec%3Adm&sid=faa1058faa43d3a712a8630847ea74e7&srpvid=21363f6f21af0009&ucfs=1&srpvid=21363f6f21af0009&srepoch=1542186079&room1=A,A&hpos=6&hapos=6&dest_type=city&dest_id=900054457&srfid=388d0817e2c946145f34184f0117e9b08d1aa975X6&from=searchresults;highlight_room=#hotelTmpl
https://www.booking.com/hotel/bd/world-vew-resort-sreemangal.en-gb.html?aid=306395&label=sreemangal-mpwsnRX2UEVPZVhsm_BKnQS247140524052%3Apl%3Ata%3Ap12%3Ap2%3Aac%3Aap1t1%3Aneg%3Afi%3Atikwd-73823737862%3Alp1001444%3Ali%3Adec%3Adm&sid=faa1058faa43d3a712a8630847ea74e7&srpvid=21363f6f21af0009&ucfs=1&srpvid=21363f6f21af0009&srepoch=1542186079&room1=A,A&hpos=7&hapos=7&dest_type=city&dest_id=900054457&srfid=388d0817e2c946145f34184f0117e9b08d1aa975X7&from=searchresults;highlight_room=#hotelTmpl
https://www.booking.com/hotel/bd/grand-selim-resort-amp-tour-gsrt.en-gb.html?aid=306395&label=sreemangal-mpwsnRX2UEVPZVhsm_BKnQS247140524052%3Apl%3Ata%3Ap12%3Ap2%3Aac%3Aap1t1%3Aneg%3Afi%3Atikwd-73823737862%3Alp1001444%3Ali%3Adec%3Adm&sid=faa1058faa43d3a712a8630847ea74e7&srpvid=21363f6f21af0009&ucfs=1&srpvid=21363f6f21af0009&srepoch=1542186079&room1=A,A&hpos=8&hapos=8&dest_type=city&dest_id=900054457&srfid=388d0817e2c946145f34184f0117e9b08d1aa975X8&from=searchresults;highlight_room=#hotelTmpl
https://www.booking.com/hotel/bd/grand-selim-resort-amp-tour-gsrt.en-gb.html?aid=306395&label=sreemangal-mpwsnRX2UEVPZVhsm_BKnQS247140524052%3Apl%3Ata%3Ap12%3Ap2%3Aac%3Aap1t1%3Aneg%3Afi%3Atikwd-73823737862%3Alp1001444%3Ali%3Adec%3Adm&sid=faa1058faa43d3a712a8630847ea74e7&srpvid=21363f6f21af0009&ucfs=1&srpvid=21363f6f21af0009&srepoch=1542186079&room1=A,A&hpos=8&hapos=8&dest_type=city&dest_id=900054457&srfid=388d0817e2c946145f34184f0117e9b08d1aa975X8&from=searchresults;highlight_room=#hotelTmpl
https://www.booking.com/hotel/bd/sultan-restaurant-amp-guest-house.en-gb.html?aid=306395&label=sreemangal-mpwsnRX2UEVPZVhsm_BKnQS247140524052%3Apl%3Ata%3Ap12%3Ap2%3Aac%3Aap1t1%3Aneg%3Afi%3Atikwd-73823737862%3Alp1001444%3Ali%3Adec%3Adm&sid=faa1058faa43d3a712a8630847ea74e7&srpvid=21363f6f21af0009&ucfs=1&srpvid=21363f6f21af0009&srepoch=1542186079&room1=A,A&hpos=9&hapos=9&dest_type=city&dest_id=900054457&srfid=388d0817e2c946145f34184f0117e9b08d1aa975X9&from=searchresults;highlight_room=#hotelTmpl
https://www.booking.com/hotel/bd/sultan-restaurant-amp-guest-house.en-gb.html?aid=306395&label=sreemangal-mpwsnRX2UEVPZVhsm_BKnQS247140524052%3Apl%3Ata%3Ap12%3Ap2%3Aac%3Aap1t1%3Aneg%3Afi%3Atikwd-73823737862%3Alp1001444%3Ali%3Adec%3Adm&sid=faa1058faa43d3a712a8630847ea74e7&srpvid=21363f6f21af0009&ucfs=1&srpvid=21363f6f21af0009&srepoch=1542186079&room1=A,A&hpos=9&hapos=9&dest_type=city&dest_id=900054457&srfid=388d0817e2c946145f34184f0117e9b08d1aa975X9&from=searchresults;highlight_room=#hotelTmpl
https://www.booking.com/hotel/bd/shanti-bari-shaantibaarrii-resort.en-gb.html?aid=306395&label=sreemangal-mpwsnRX2UEVPZVhsm_BKnQS247140524052%3Apl%3Ata%3Ap12%3Ap2%3Aac%3Aap1t1%3Aneg%3Afi%3Atikwd-73823737862%3Alp1001444%3Ali%3Adec%3Adm&sid=faa1058faa43d3a712a8630847ea74e7&srpvid=21363f6f21af0009&ucfs=1&srpvid=21363f6f21af0009&srepoch=1542186079&room1=A,A&hpos=10&hapos=10&dest_type=city&dest_id=900054457&srfid=388d0817e2c946145f34184f0117e9b08d1aa975X10&from=searchresults;highlight_room=#hotelTmpl
https://www.booking.com/hotel/bd/brishti-bilash-guesthouse.en-gb.html?aid=306395&label=sreemangal-mpwsnRX2UEVPZVhsm_BKnQS247140524052%3Apl%3Ata%3Ap12%3Ap2%3Aac%3Aap1t1%3Aneg%3Afi%3Atikwd-73823737862%3Alp1001444%3Ali%3Adec%3Adm&sid=faa1058faa43d3a712a8630847ea74e7&srpvid=21363f6f21af0009&ucfs=1&srpvid=21363f6f21af0009&srepoch=1542186079&room1=A,A&hpos=11&hapos=11&dest_type=city&dest_id=900054457&srfid=388d0817e2c946145f34184f0117e9b08d1aa975X11&from=searchresults;highlight_room=#hotelTmpl
https://www.booking.com/hotel/bd/tamim-resort.en-gb.html?aid=306395&label=sreemangal-mpwsnRX2UEVPZVhsm_BKnQS247140524052%3Apl%3Ata%3Ap12%3Ap2%3Aac%3Aap1t1%3Aneg%3Afi%3Atikwd-73823737862%3Alp1001444%3Ali%3Adec%3Adm&sid=faa1058faa43d3a712a8630847ea74e7&srpvid=21363f6f21af0009&ucfs=1&srpvid=21363f6f21af0009&srepoch=1542186079&room1=A,A&hpos=12&hapos=12&dest_type=city&dest_id=900054457&srfid=388d0817e2c946145f34184f0117e9b08d1aa975X12&from=searchresults;highlight_room=#hotelTmpl
https://www.booking.com/hotel/bd/pl-guest-house-sreemangal.en-gb.html?aid=306395&label=sreemangal-mpwsnRX2UEVPZVhsm_BKnQS247140524052%3Apl%3Ata%3Ap12%3Ap2%3Aac%3Aap1t1%3Aneg%3Afi%3Atikwd-73823737862%3Alp1001444%3Ali%3Adec%3Adm&sid=faa1058faa43d3a712a8630847ea74e7&srpvid=21363f6f21af0009&ucfs=1&srpvid=21363f6f21af0009&srepoch=1542186079&room1=A,A&hpos=13&hapos=13&dest_type=city&dest_id=900054457&srfid=388d0817e2c946145f34184f0117e9b08d1aa975X13&from=searchresults;highlight_room=#hotelTmpl
https://www.booking.com/hotel/bd/mohsin-plaza.en-gb.html?aid=306395&label=sreemangal-mpwsnRX2UEVPZVhsm_BKnQS247140524052%3Apl%3Ata%3Ap12%3Ap2%3Aac%3Aap1t1%3Aneg%3Afi%3Atikwd-73823737862%3Alp1001444%3Ali%3Adec%3Adm&sid=faa1058faa43d3a712a8630847ea74e7&srpvid=21363f6f21af0009&ucfs=1&srpvid=21363f6f21af0009&srepoch=1542186079&room1=A,A&hpos=14&hapos=14&dest_type=city&dest_id=900054457&srfid=388d0817e2c946145f34184f0117e9b08d1aa975X14&from=searchresults;highlight_room=#hotelTmpl
https://www.booking.com/hotel/bd/green-palace-tea-resort.en-gb.html?aid=306395&label=sreemangal-mpwsnRX2UEVPZVhsm_BKnQS247140524052%3Apl%3Ata%3Ap12%3Ap2%3Aac%3Aap1t1%3Aneg%3Afi%3Atikwd-73823737862%3Alp1001444%3Ali%3Adec%3Adm&sid=faa1058faa43d3a712a8630847ea74e7&srpvid=21363f6f21af0009&ucfs=1&srpvid=21363f6f21af0009&srepoch=1542186079&room1=A,A&hpos=15&hapos=15&dest_type=city&dest_id=900054457&srfid=388d0817e2c946145f34184f0117e9b08d1aa975X15&from=searchresults;highlight_room=#hotelTmpl
https://www.booking.com/hotel/bd/tonys-palace.en-gb.html?aid=306395&label=sreemangal-mpwsnRX2UEVPZVhsm_BKnQS247140524052%3Apl%3Ata%3Ap12%3Ap2%3Aac%3Aap1t1%3Aneg%3Afi%3Atikwd-73823737862%3Alp1001444%3Ali%3Adec%3Adm&sid=faa1058faa43d3a712a8630847ea74e7&srpvid=3ab7409f70480018&ucfs=1&srpvid=3ab7409f70480018&srepoch=1542186688&room1=A,A&hpos=1&hapos=16&dest_type=city&dest_id=900054457&srfid=388d0817e2c946145f34184f0117e9b08d1aa975X16&from=searchresults;highlight_room=#hotelTmpl
https://www.booking.com/hotel/bd/hilltop-jungle-cottage.en-gb.html?aid=306395&label=sreemangal-mpwsnRX2UEVPZVhsm_BKnQS247140524052%3Apl%3Ata%3Ap12%3Ap2%3Aac%3Aap1t1%3Aneg%3Afi%3Atikwd-73823737862%3Alp1001444%3Ali%3Adec%3Adm&sid=faa1058faa43d3a712a8630847ea74e7&srpvid=3ab7409f70480018&ucfs=1&srpvid=3ab7409f70480018&srepoch=1542186688&room1=A,A&hpos=2&hapos=17&dest_type=city&dest_id=900054457&srfid=388d0817e2c946145f34184f0117e9b08d1aa975X17&from=searchresults;highlight_room=#hotelTmpl
https://www.booking.com/hotel/bd/ishaqi-amos.en-gb.html?aid=306395&label=sreemangal-mpwsnRX2UEVPZVhsm_BKnQS247140524052%3Apl%3Ata%3Ap12%3Ap2%3Aac%3Aap1t1%3Aneg%3Afi%3Atikwd-73823737862%3Alp1001444%3Ali%3Adec%3Adm&sid=faa1058faa43d3a712a8630847ea74e7&srpvid=3ab7409f70480018&ucfs=1&srpvid=3ab7409f70480018&srepoch=1542186688&room1=A,A&hpos=3&hapos=18&dest_type=city&dest_id=900054457&srfid=388d0817e2c946145f34184f0117e9b08d1aa975X18&from=searchresults;highlight_room=#hotelTmpl
https://www.booking.com/hotel/bd/sreemangal-inn-amp-restaurant.en-gb.html?aid=306395&label=sreemangal-mpwsnRX2UEVPZVhsm_BKnQS247140524052%3Apl%3Ata%3Ap12%3Ap2%3Aac%3Aap1t1%3Aneg%3Afi%3Atikwd-73823737862%3Alp1001444%3Ali%3Adec%3Adm&sid=faa1058faa43d3a712a8630847ea74e7&srpvid=3ab7409f70480018&ucfs=1&srpvid=3ab7409f70480018&srepoch=1542186688&room1=A,A&hpos=4&hapos=19&dest_type=city&dest_id=900054457&srfid=388d0817e2c946145f34184f0117e9b08d1aa975X19&from=searchresults;highlight_room=#hotelTmpl
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Source: Field and Internet Survey 

 

There are 28 establishments (Table 4) in Moulvibazar district and the most of the famous resorts 

have been established here. Table 4 also represents that there are total 1896 job capacity in 28 

establishments. Among them 94.98% of employees have come from general education and only 5.18% of 

respondents‟ educational qualifications were tourism and hospitality background. Besides, many 

organizations hired skilled manpower from abroad. A significant portion of the respondents did response 

with this difficulty.  

 
Table 5. List of Organization under Sunamganj District 

Source: Field and Internet Survey 

 

The table 5 shows that there are 8 tourism and hospitality organizations available in Sunamgonj 

district having job capacity of 432 posts. Among them, there 94.44% of the employees were found from 

non-tourism& hospitality background and only 5.56 % of employees were found from tourism & 

hospitality background. 

 
Table 6. Total job Capacity in Tourism and Hospitality Sector, Sylhet 

District  Job Capacity Non tourism & Hospitality 

Background 

Tourism & 

Hospitality 

Background 

Sylhet 1764 1682 82 

Hobigonj 927 879 48 

Maulvibazar 1996 1896 100 

Sunamgonj 432 408 24 

Total Employment Capacity 5119 4865 254 

Percentages 100 95.03% 4.97% 

Source: Compiled by the researcher from field survey data 

 

Table 6 presents that there are over all 5119 jobs capacity available in tourism and hospitality sector 

in Sylhet division currently. Among them only 254 employees were from tourism and hospitality 

background and major number of employees who has been coming from tourism and hospitality 

background. 

&Restaurant  

Sweet escape sreemongal Private 35 35 0 

Paradise Lodge Private 41 41 0 

Green Palace Tea Resort Private 68 65 3 

Tea Heaven Resort Private 70 66 4 

Sreemangal Resort Private 84 82 2 

Grand Sultan Tea Resort & Golf Private 450 422 28 

DuSai Resort & Spa Private 300 285 15 

Hotel Garden Inn Private 19 19 0 

Tea Villa Luxury Resort Private 58 56 2 

Total Employment Capacity  1996 1896 100 

Percentages  100 94.98% 5.02% 

Location Industry Name    Sector Employment  

Capacity 

Non tourism 

& Hospitality 

Background 

Tourism & 

Hospitality 

Background 

Sunamgonj 
District  

Polo Orchid Resort Private 110 101 9 

Surmavally residential resort 

Sunamganj 

Private 140 130 10 

Nurani Hotel Private 20 20 0 

Hotel Niladri Private 35 33 2 

Hotel Shamimabad Private 40 40 0 

Hotel Ayaan Baba Private 32 32 0 

Haor Bilash Guest House Private 30 27 3 

Hotel Tangua Inn Private 25 25 0 

Total Employment Capacity  432 408 24 

Percentages  100 94.44% 5.56% 

https://www.booking.com/hotel/bd/sreemangal-inn-amp-restaurant.en-gb.html?aid=306395&label=sreemangal-mpwsnRX2UEVPZVhsm_BKnQS247140524052%3Apl%3Ata%3Ap12%3Ap2%3Aac%3Aap1t1%3Aneg%3Afi%3Atikwd-73823737862%3Alp1001444%3Ali%3Adec%3Adm&sid=faa1058faa43d3a712a8630847ea74e7&srpvid=3ab7409f70480018&ucfs=1&srpvid=3ab7409f70480018&srepoch=1542186688&room1=A,A&hpos=4&hapos=19&dest_type=city&dest_id=900054457&srfid=388d0817e2c946145f34184f0117e9b08d1aa975X19&from=searchresults;highlight_room=#hotelTmpl
https://www.booking.com/hotel/bd/sweet-escape-sreemongal.en-gb.html?aid=306395&label=sreemangal-mpwsnRX2UEVPZVhsm_BKnQS247140524052%3Apl%3Ata%3Ap12%3Ap2%3Aac%3Aap1t1%3Aneg%3Afi%3Atikwd-73823737862%3Alp1001444%3Ali%3Adec%3Adm&sid=faa1058faa43d3a712a8630847ea74e7&srpvid=3ab7409f70480018&ucfs=1&srpvid=3ab7409f70480018&srepoch=1542186688&room1=A,A&hpos=5&hapos=20&dest_type=city&dest_id=900054457&srfid=388d0817e2c946145f34184f0117e9b08d1aa975X20&from=searchresults;highlight_room=#hotelTmpl
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Figure 1. Comparisons of Background 

 
Source: Table-6 

 

Figure 1 presents the comparison of tourism and hospitality background and apart from tourism and 

hospitality background‟s employees who have been working in four districts under Sylhet division. It has 

been shown that only 4.97 % of employees are from tourism and hospitality background and major 

95.03% of employees are from other disciplines.   

Similarly, apart from this regional prospect, it can be seen in the Bangladesh that in 2012, the total 

contribution of Travel & Tourism to employment, including jobs indirectly supported by the industry, was 

3.7% of total (2,714,500 jobs) employment Roy and Roy (2015).Travel and Tourism generated 1,328,500 

jobs directly in 2013 and this is forecasted to grow by 4.0% in 2014. This includes employment by hotels, 

airlines, travel agents and other passenger transportation services in Bangladesh. It will increase by 2.7% 

per annum on average over the next ten years (Islam, 2016). The total contribution of only Travel and 

Tourism to employment was 2.8% of total employment in 2013 and it is forecasted to rise to 3.9% of total 

employment in 2014. By 2024, travel and tourism are forecasted to support 4.2% of total employment. 

Another statistics shown that there were created 1.3 million jobs in tourism sector in Bangladesh in 2011 

which was 1.9 percent of total aggregate job. It will be raised into 1.8 million jobs by 2022 (Conference 

on Tourism & Hospitality at Westin Dhaka, 2012). 

 

8. SWOT ANALYSIS 
On the basis of primary and secondary data, the following SWOT analysis has been done for the 

study: 

 

8.1. Strengths 
 Sylhet is a unique and tourism place for its natural beauties, greenery, resources and the largest 

tea garden in Bangladesh, as a result tourism and hospitality industry also has been grown up. 

 Sylhet is renowned for its archaeological and historical places where are visiting remarkable 

number of tourist each year. 

 Nation famous for hospitality industry e.g. resorts, guest house etc. and international cricket 

venue has been established which mark a good sign for tourism and hospitality industry and job.  

 Rich cultural heritage and religious harmony in comparison to other division. 

 Sylhet can be reached by air directly from UK, USA, Middle East and many countries with the 

Biman Bangladesh Airlines and others connect.  

 There have the accommodation facilities available throughout the country. Three star, four star 

and five star hotel and chain hotels are in operation in the city. 

 

8.2. Weaknesses 
There are some weakness are exited in these sectors. Arif and Islam (2011) mentioned that tourism 

sector of Bangladesh is facing many obstacles.  Bangladesh is the country in the region that has the least 

arrivals and revenue earned from tourism industry (Pennington and Thomsen, 2010). For these sectors the 

major weakness are indentified below:  
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 Tourism and hospitality sites are not properly explored, extracted and managed by skilled 

employees. 

 Lack of plan of proper investment. 

 Poor quality services provide to national and international guest. 

 Lack of safety, security and hygiene. 

 Lack of infrastructural development. 

 Visa requirement and complex visa procedures. 

 Absence of sales plan, after sales service and guest relationship activities. 

 Lack of public, private and local initiatives in tourism development. 

 Tourism and hospitality industry hardly offer tourist products and destination packages 

exclusively to local and foreign tourists.  
 The number of supply chain member in the tourism and hospitality industry is not sufficient to 

build up a strong base in Sylhet.  
 There have shortage of language skills people, professional employees and guides. 
 Price of some tourism components like the star and standards hotel rooms, food items, package 

tours and river cruise programs are comparatively higher than those of neighboring countries 

like India and Nepal. 
 Lack of promotional activities for tourism and hospitality industry by both public and private 

sector. 
 

8.3. Opportunities 
Government of Bangladesh, different concerned ministries and the industry itself should takes 

necessary steps for the development of tourism and hospitality industry. They should concentrated their 

efforts on the development of peripheral products, relocation of necessary facilities, improvement of 

domestic transport networks, development of professionally skilled human resources, arrangement of 

necessary securities measures, creation of good image of the country (Tuhin and Majumder, 2016). 

 

 Due to globalization scope for dissemination of information and communication media. 

 Arrangement of international events like World Cup Cricket and other events having 

international venue. 

 Scopes to work in International / National tourism organizations (bodies), government & Non-

government organization, local / international tour operators, wide rages of different categories 

of hotels & resorts, international, National & Local Airlines, MICE Tourism (meeting, 

incentive, conference & exhibition), international / national development agencies, international 

/ local research organization, diplomatic Missions, print & electronic medias, multinational 

companies/corporate filed. 

 One can be a hospitality entrepreneur.  

 Teaching in public/private institutions.  

 And many more because he/she know how to deal with the differences 

 

8.4. Threats 
 Political unrest and instability of the country. 

 Harassment by the police and the broker in the airport, stations and rail stations. 

 Language barrier of the people of the country e.g. local language and English skilled is also 

poor handling foreign guest. 

 Conservative social and religious systems. 

 Strong competition within the region might be happened and barriers to overcome the image 

crisis of the country. 

 Illegal hunting, fishing, bribing and corruption create loss of valuable assets and human. 

 Absence of sufficient trained safe guards in the tourist places to aware and save the tourists in 

case of emergency. 

 Shortage of sufficient accommodation, food and beverage services and other amusement 

services. 

 Tourists presently hold misconceptions e. g. country of poverty, baggers, flood, political unrest 

and corruption about Bangladesh.  
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 Miss policy of tourism development.  

 Political collision between tribal and Bengali people.  

 

9. RECOMMENDATIONS 
Policy recommendations have also been provided based on this analysis of the study. Careers 

opportunity and prospects within tourism and hospitality can vary greatly depending on the kind of 

establishment a people work in. The major recommendation of the study is to develop tourism and 

hospitality learning and knowledge through academic, professional, training and internee and to promote 

employment efficiency rate and building employer and employees‟ participation sharing benefits. For 

instance, if people work in tourism and hospitality industry, their working environments and life will be 

very different to that of someone. Depending on the size of the tourism and hospitality organization and 

what services they provide, people will be able to explore many different career paths. Understandably, 

there are also many opportunities and prospects of hospitality and tourism learning removing 

unemployment curse and the following suggestions are recommended for: 

 

 Get a professional training/degree on tourism and hospitality,  

 Be smarter, prompt communication and presentation skills and dynamic, 

 Keep patience, because there have to deal with different guests, 

 Have good command over English and multilingual ability is a preferred criteria in global 

market,  

 Good command over computer literacy & IT communication,  

 Be informative to perform as a knowledge bank, 

 Need to know properly people, culture, socio-economic status and political background, 

 Know about contemporary global issues, 

 Get strong moral personality to deal with different custom & culture, 

 Sense of dress code and attire, 

 Ability to use "Positive Language", 

 Commitment to various parties,  

 Communication Skills, 

 Computer and IT Know-How, 

 Enthusiasm and interpersonal Skills, 

 Leadership skills and organized, 

 Knowledgeable of safety/hygiene issues, and 

 Teamwork.   

 

Therefore, a great tourism and hospitality staffs are very thorough in their job and realize that any 

oversight could result in guest/customer dissatisfaction.  
 

10. CONCLUSION 
All over the world the hospitality and tourism industry offers abundant opportunity for careers 

seekers as a dynamic, international industry. Unfortunately, Bangladeshi career pursuers are employed 

locating in their traditional job field. If one possesses strong communication skills, with tourism and 

hospitality academic qualifications, competencies and a desire to provide excellent service to others this 

fast-paced industry may be for him/her. That‟s why; one should be prepared to build careers and taking 

opportunities in this sector which are opening up rapidly in Bangladesh. Moreover, tourism can also bring 

many economic, social and environmental benefits, particularly in a developing country. Tourism and 

hospitality industry can only be sustainable if it is carefully managed gets socio-cultural and provide 

direct jobs to the community and indirect employment is generated through other industries like 

agriculture, food production and retail. In fact, career development and people‟ expenditure generates 

income for the local community and can lead to the alleviation of poverty. 

In conclusion, this is exactly why there are opportunities for tourism and hospitality educator who 

can position themselves well to take advantages of the discrepancies between supply and demand. 

Although there are relatively “safer” career options in today's context, given the amount of graduates 

every year and the number of job vacancies, there is an enormous number of unemployed but qualified 
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individuals who are searching for better career prospects. Hence, for those willing to take a „calculated 

risk‟, the potential prospects and opportunities in these industries are exorbitant. 
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